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The following is intended to outline our general 
product direction. It is intended for information 

purposes only, and may not be incorporated into any 
contract. It is not a commitment to deliver any 

material, code, or functionality, and should not be 
relied upon in making purchasing decisions.
The development, release, and timing of any 

features or functionality described for Oracle’s 
products remains at the sole discretion of Oracle.
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Cloud Adoption Plans
EMEA / USA

> 50% of organizations plan to adopt one or more Private Clouds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
12.99% of respondents  replied “don’t know”21.51% had no plans to adopt cloud at all13.97% planned on adopting public cloud services only24.56% plan on creating multiple private clouds with no public cloud usage19.21% plan on using external facilities for private cloudsOnly 7.75% see the future as being a hybrid mix of private and public clouds=> Over 50% plan to adopt some form of Private Cloud
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Private Clouds and Public Clouds

Private Cloud
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PaaS

Apps

IaaS

PaaS

SaaS

IaaS

• Used by multiple 
tenants on a shared 

basis

• Hosted and 
managed by cloud 

service provider

• Exclusively used by 
a single 

organization

• Controlled and 
managed by
in-house IT

Lower upfront costs
Outsourced management

OpEx

Lower total costs
Greater control over security, compliance, QoS

CapEx & OpEx

Trade-offs

Enterprises will adopt a mix of private and public clouds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Animated slide.Let’s look closer at the distinction between public and private clouds.A public cloud is shared by multiple tenants on a shared basis, and it hosted and managed by someone else (a service provider). It’s a form of outsourcingA private cloud is for the exclusive use of a single organization and is typically controlled and managed by in-house IT (of course, it’s also possible to outsource this, so there are such things as “hosted private clouds” or “virtual private clouds” but for the sake of simplicity, it’s easier to think of private clouds as in-house.Optional:�The NIST model includes “community clouds” which are essentially semi-private clouds for use by a group related organizations, such as all the schools in the University of California system, all the branches of the military, or all the parts suppliers to Ford or GM.  And a hybrid cloud is some combination of the other three…typically for a single application.  (if an organization has 1 app in a private cloud and a different app in a public cloud, that’s not considered a hybrid cloud).[CLICK] There are some basic trade-offs when deciding between private and public clouds.Public clouds are often faster and cheaper to get started, providing a “low barrier to entry.”  However, private clouds can offer lower costs over some breakeven period.  For IT projects, this tends to range from 2 to 4 years, averaging about 3.  This is the similar to the decision some people make between owning vs. renting.A second trade-off is between public cloud outsourcing everything to a service provider, which is great if you don’t have the datacenter, hardware or employees, versus how in a private cloud, you are able to maintain control over security, regulatory compliance and quality of service.A third trade-off is how clouds are paid for. Private clouds require both capex and opex, while public clouds are typically a pure opex expense, and it’s typically by the line of business, not IT, which of course, can be an issue.[CLICK] Enterprises will make these trade-offs and will likely run a mix of public and private clouds.
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Extremely Flexible
Easy To Adopt – Your Choice Of Strategy

On Premise Hybrid

Public Cloud Private Cloud

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unique to Fusion Applications in the marketplace of nice SaaS, is the ability for you to choose how you want to adopt the applications – in the public cloud with a software as service model, in a private cloud – hosted and managed by Oracle or by your IT, traditional on-premise – or a mix of all of these.  This unique strategy gives you more control.  You can choose, for example to have your CRM as SaaS and your Financials on premise.  You can choose to start in the public cloud and then move to a private cloud.  We’ve found that customers are a lot more comfortable with this approach that puts them in the driver seat around how much control and security they have for their applications – vs. the niche vendor one-size-fits all approach.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Built and designed with SaaS in mind. From the ground up. Unique in the market.Co-existance  with current applications. Move as your organization demands dictate.Move between Private and Public seemlessly.
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Oracle 
Applications

Fusion GRC

Fusion 
Accounting Hub

Fusion Shared 
Spend, Sourcing 

& Contracts 

Fusion CRM

Fusion Project 
Portfolio 

Management

Fusion Distributed 
Order 

Orchestration

Fusion 
Incentive Comp

Fusion 
Talent 

Management

Fusion 
Sales 

Performance 
Management

Fusion HCM

Co-Existence Solutions
Extend Your Business Value With Fusion Apps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Oracle Fusion Applications are designed to augment existing Oracle product lines.  Customers do not need to rip and replace their existing deployments to get value from Fusion Applications. With coexistence capabilities, organizations can incrementally add functionality and value by coupling existing solutions with Oracle Fusion Applications, whether on premise or in the cloud.The coexistence processes, in addition to Governance Risk and Compliance (GRC), extend across all major product lines, including Oracle’s Siebel CRM, Oracle’s PeopleSoft, Oracle’s JD Edwards, and Oracle E-Business Suite. Integration with existing Oracle Fusion Applications is inherent, highlighting the continued complementary nature of Oracle Fusion Application business processes with customers’ existing solutions.  Stand-alone Fusion CRM, on premise or in the cloud, and Fusion HCM, in the cloud, are also coexistence options for Oracle’s PeopleSoft, Oracle’s JD Edwards, and Oracle E-Business Suite customers. New Coexistence Processes Oracle Fusion Applications are the only applications that provide preconfigured Talent Management capabilities with Enterprise Human Resource applications and also run in the cloud or on premise. Primary coexistence processes, include: Oracle Fusion Talent Management and Compensation with Oracle E-Business Suite Human Resources and Payroll Oracle Fusion Talent Management and Compensation with PeopleSoft Human Resources and PayrollOracle Fusion Talent Management and Compensation with JDEOracle Fusion Distributed Order Orchestration helps provide Oracle’s Siebel CRM and Oracle E-Business Suite customers with faster time-to-revenue through optimized fulfillment processes and more accurate order promising through a global view of supply.  Supported coexistence processes, include:Oracle Fusion Distributed Order Orchestration with Oracle E-Business Suite Order Capture Oracle Fusion Distributed Order Orchestration with Siebel Order CaptureOracle Fusion Accounting Hub coexistence capabilities enable integration with existing Oracle Applications portfolios and third-party feeder systems, and are completely complementary to existing financial applications. Supported coexistence processes, include:Oracle Fusion Accounting Hub with E-Business Suite FinancialsOracle Fusion Accounting Hub with PeopleSoft FinancialsOracle Fusion Sales Performance Management provides Oracle’s Siebel CRM and Oracle CRM On Demand customers with new capabilities to create optimized sales territory, incentive compensation and quota recommendations. Supported coexistence processes, include:Oracle Fusion Sales Performance Management with Oracle’s Siebel CRMOracle Fusion Sales Performance Management with Oracle CRM On DemandOracle Fusion Project Portfolio Management coexistence via Oracle Fusion Project Integration Gateway delivers a purpose-built integration with existing Primavera P6 investments for an end-to-end PPM lifecycle for the entire enterprise. Supported coexistence process includes:Oracle Fusion Project Portfolio Management with Primavera P6Oracle Fusion Shared Spend, Sourcing and Contracts coexistence enables spend analysis, sourcing and contract management in shared service organizations, without disrupting existing procurement systems. Supported coexistence processes, include:Oracle Fusion Shared Spend, Sourcing and Contracts with Oracle E-Business Suite Requisitioning Oracle Fusion Shared Spend, Sourcing and Contracts with PeopleSoft Requisitioning Oracle Fusion CRM Public Cloud Service with Oracle E-Business Suite, PeopleSoft Enterprise and JD EdwardsOracle Fusion HCM Public Cloud Service with Oracle E-Business Suite, PeopleSoft Enterprise and JD EdwardsSupported coexistence processes, include:Oracle Fusion Incentive Compensation with Oracle E-Business Suite CRM and HCM	Oracle Fusion Incentive Compensation with PeopleSoft HCM 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
BI allows you to navigate through each step of your business process and see the related business intelligence along the way. This is unique in the industry and it demonstrates how deeply we’ve integrated BI into the applications.  We also added the social networking component so that it interacts directly with the transaction process. These two components, BI & social networking, integrated into the business processes allow customers to make better decisions. Decisions based on solid BI data as well as the latest relevant public information through the social network. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2012 we’ll launch Fusion Tab which allows you to run all these applications natively on the iPad.Extremely Powerful – Functional Breadth, Embedded Analytics, 100+ ModulesComplete SuiteInnovative, Modern User ExperienceEmbedded IntelligenceMobileSocialEasy to AdoptIn the Cloud or On PremiseEasy to Configure & Extend
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Mobile Momentum

• Oracle Fusion Applications
– Fusion Tap for Oracle Fusion Applications
– Fusion Mobile Sales

• Oracle CRM
– Disconnected Mobile Sales
– CRM On Demand Connected Mobile Sales 

• Oracle PeopleSoft 
– Mobile Inventory Management, Mobile iReciepts for 

Expenses 
– Certification on the iPad coming with PeopleTools 8.2

• Oracle E-Business Suite
– Mobile Field Service Applications  - coming

• Oracle JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
– Releases 8.12 and 9.0 Supported on iPad
– Optimized Mobile Field Service Work Order 

• Oracle Hyperion Performance Management 
– Financial Management Analytics

Built on ADF Mobile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Oracle Mobile Momentum Reaches Across Entire Enterprise Application Portfolio On-The-Go Workforce Receives Accurate, Up-to-Date Information and Enhanced Productivity �ORACLE OPENWORLD, San Francisco, CA – October 4, 2011�News FactsCommitted to innovating and delivering cutting-edge mobile capabilities across the enterprise, Oracle announced new and upcoming Oracle Applications are being built with Oracle Application Development Framework (ADF), part of Oracle Fusion Middleware.Oracle ADF Mobile browser, the current mobile application development tool, is being used to mobile-enable Oracle Applications, some of which are available today or are in development. With the new release of ADF Mobile, being previewed today [link] at Oracle OpenWorld, Oracle plans to provide even richer mobile capabilities across its enterprise application portfolio.Next generation applications built with the upcoming ADF Mobile are expected to offer cross platform, rich on-device mobile capabilities with tight device services integration, and a mobile-optimized user interface.Oracle ADF-based applications enable enterprises across industries to meet frequently changing mobile requirements by allowing developers to rapidly and visually develop applications once, and then deploy to multiple devices and channels.��Current, New and Upcoming Mobile Applications Oracle Fusion Applications  Oracle Fusion Tap for Oracle Fusion ApplicationsOracle Fusion Applications 11g are built natively in ADF technology making it immediately available and validated to run on any mobile Web browser.This year at Oracle OpenWorld, we are previewing Oracle Fusion Tap for Oracle Fusion Applications on a life-sized iPhone and iPad during the conference.  Oracle Fusion Tap is a collection of mobility application modules that work across the Oracle Fusion Applications Suite to provide mobile workers the ability to be productive anywhere and anytime.  By taking an information-driven approach to mobility, Oracle Fusion Tap enables mobile workers to know what they need do through a common exception based work list, what they need to know through embedded analytics and whom they need to connect with for immediate resolution.Expected to be released in calendar year 2012, Oracle Fusion Tap for tablets will deliver a iPad mobility application that delivers modules for workers to be productive anywhere their job takes them. For more information please visit fusiontap.oracle.com. Oracle Fusion Mobile SalesIntroduced today, Oracle Fusion Mobile Sales can drive enhanced sales team productivity by enabling direct access to Oracle Fusion CRM within iPhone and Blackberry, and allowing instant access and team sharing of important customer, contact and opportunity details within smartphones.  Oracle CRM��Oracle Disconnected Mobile SalesNow available, Oracle Disconnected Mobile Sales helps pharmaceutical sales representatives leverage powerful features with physicians where they are most – out in the field and outside of network coverage.Oracle Disconnected Mobile Sales provides capabilities to manage accounts, contacts and activities directly from an iPad, as well as record product samples, electronic signatures and feedback immediately and accurately.   Oracle CRM On Demand Connected Mobile Sales Now available, Oracle CRM On Demand Connected Mobile Sales, with support for BlackBerry and iPhone, provides sales representatives’ real-time access to Oracle CRM On Demand and configured record types and fields.Sales teams out in the field can update opportunities, activities and leads, while also utilizing device integration to make calls, send emails and navigate to customers instantly and seamlessly. Oracle’s PeopleSoft Oracle’s PeopleSoft Mobile Inventory Management Available today, Oracle’s PeopleSoft Mobile Inventory Management helps organizations execute inventory transactions from any connected HTML device, including the iPad.  Oracle iReciepts for Oracle’s PeopleSoft Expenses Eliminating the headaches and waste of paper cash receipts for expense reporting, Oracle iReciepts, an iPhone application for Oracle’s PeopleSoft Enterprise Expenses, now includes the capture of cash-based expenses directly on iPhones with automatic integration and synching to Oracle’s PeopleSoft Enterprise Expenses. Oracle’s PeopleSoft Certification on the iPadWith the expected release of Oracle's PeopleSoft Enterprise PeopleTools 8.2 in fiscal year 2012, PeopleSoft will be certified on the iPad, continuing the development and delivery of applications for mobile devices and tablets. Once PeopleSoft PeopleTools 8.2 is certified on the iPad, the product is designed so that customers can access any PeopleSoft application for any supported application release compatible with Tools 8.52, which includes PeopleSoft 8.9, 9.0, and 9.1. Oracle E-Business SuiteOracle Mobile Field Service Applications Expected to release in calendar year 2012, Oracle Mobile Field Service Applications for iPhone, iPad and other platforms based on the Oracle Mobile ADF is currently in development at Oracle with potential early deployment to Oracle Sun hardware technicians on multiple smartphone platforms.  Oracle’s JD EdwardsOracle’s JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Releases 8.12 and 9.0 Supported on iPadAnnounced yesterday [link], JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Releases 8.12 and 9.0 are now fully supported on iPad without any additional licensing fees, furthering the growth and flexibility of workforce mobility. Existing JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Releases 8.12 or 9.0 customers can access this new iPad capability by simply applying the latest JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Release 8.98.4.5 update, which became generally available September 16, 2011. JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Release 9.0 customers will also have access to an additional feature update that includes Field Service Work Order, an iPad optimized field service application, providing field technicians the information they need while on the road, including one-touch access to Google Maps and one-touch smart buttons to update service work order status to next allowed status.  Technicians can also inquire into the specifics of the work order, such as important attachments, parts and work instructions Keeping the user experience at the forefront and minimizing additional touch points in processes, JDEdwards EnterpriseOne Releases 8.12 and 9.0 on the iPad features ERP specific gestures to promote intuitive and efficient interactions and context sensitive awareness for proper keyboard (whether numeric or alphabet) presentation to the user for data entry tasks.  Standard security and deployment features are also supported for worry-free mobile deployments. Oracle Hyperion Performance Management  Oracle Financial Management AnalyticsOracle Financial Management Analytics for Oracle Hyperion Performance Management leverages Oracle’s business intelligence technology to deliver deeper insights and improved access to consolidated financial results and financial close process data, including pre-built, configurable analytics and dashboards that are available on traditional and mobile devices, iPad and iPhone.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both Public and on-premise.Public with monthly subscribtion.Private through licensing model.Mix and match different services depending on your needs over time.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Weblogic, the world most popular application server, the Oracle Database the world most popular database, Most popular platform to built your own custom apps to compliment the fusion apps.So you get the best of both worlds. You get a complete suite of applications running on a standard, open and industry based platform that can be extended to basically run any type of custom application that you’d like to use.
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Security Built Into Middleware, DB, OS; Not  Apps 
Separate VM & Database per Customer

Company A

Your
Company

Company B

Fully Virtualized

Company A Data

Your Data

Company B Data

Your Data

Company A Data

Your Data

Company B Data

Company A Data

Your Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We handle security in a very different than the conventional way. Traditionally security is written into the application layer, making sso much more burdensome. All fusion apps use our Identity Management Software, and by the way – Oracle is the largest provider of identity management software in the world. This makes it much easier to maintain security consistently across applications and create much higher levels of isolation between the different applications, which is of course critically important for the overall security.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Engineered systems offer much higher compute density. Specifically designed to run the Oracle Cloud Stack, resulting in much better price/performance.They offer considerably higher Quality of Service. Security on chip is such an example, allowing better overall security. In the future, virtually all enterprise cloud infrastructures will be built using engineered systems.
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Exadata & Exalogic Engineered Systems

• Highest Performance
– Faster than IBM P795:        

IBM’s Fastest Computer
• Best Cost/Performance

– Cheaper than X86 Servers: 
World’s Cheapest Servers

Highest Performance – Lowest Cost
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Oracle Exadata Database Machine

• 10 – 50X Faster Queries
– Parallel Query Processing in Database Storage Servers

• 4 – 10X Faster OLTP
– Smart Flash Cache

• 10X More Storage
– Hybrid Columnar Compression

• Fully Redundant

Extreme Performance
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Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud

• Java Applications
– 10X Faster Response Time
– 5X More Users

• Oracle EBS & Siebel Applications
– 4X Faster Response Times
– 3X More users

Extreme Performance and Lowest Overall Cost
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Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud
Now Even More Extreme Performance

• 4x better throughput with “Exabus” software
• 10x faster than standard Web servers with new 

“Traffic Director” for load balancing
• 8x faster than any other virtualization with new 

policy-driven resource elasticity 



Oracle Applications
On Exadata & Exalogic



Oracle Applications
On Exadata & Exalogic
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Exalogic Elastic Cloud Performance
Next Generation of Exalogic Performance Optimization

3.5X

Copyright © 2011 Oracle Corporation 

Web
Requests/Sec.

Standard Hardware Exalogic

10X

78,840

836,520

Enterprise Java 
Operations/Sec.

Standard Hardware Exalogic

5X
9,560

49,460

JMS
Messages/sec.

Standard Hardware Exalogic

5X
401,070

1,979,940
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Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud 
Delivering real business value

Mission Critical 
Cloud

Operational Cost 
Reduced up to

60%

Integrated
System

Time to Deploy
Reduced

90%

Extreme Java
Performance

Improved 
up to

10X

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Come back to the key message at a technical levelExtreme Java is very important.  It can:Reduce Footprint & the number of physical machinesImprove usability of existing applications (through better performance and/or scale) which drives up user satisfactionJava performance makes this machine unique.  We don’t believe anyone can do this, especially not with our middleware stackIf you are already a WebLogic customer, this is a unique and compelling offerIf you are not interested in Java, the benefits of standardization and consolidation will yield significant benefits.  This includes:Elimination of complexity associated in managing a heterogeneous environmentReduction in training and staffing costsIf that number STILL is not good for you, this system comes out of the box.  If nothing else, you can be certain that this machine will reduce the time that it takes you to put a full rack of platform in service, ready for applications by a significant amount.If you are used to building datacenters, this can take weeks to months and is expensive to staff and manageWith EL you can get a rack in production ready for applications in ONE DAY.
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New SPARC SuperCluster

SPARC T4 Compute Pool
9 World Records vs. IBM and HP
Exadata Storage Cells
1+M IOPS, 32 GB/s query 
throughput
Exalogic Elastic Cloud
10x Java performance
Integrated ZFS Storage
2x faster and ½ NetApp price 

Runs All Existing SPARC Solaris Workloads

Solaris 11 
Cloud provisioning in seconds
Unmatched Scalability
Virtualization
Near zero virtualization overhead
InfiniBand
5-8x the speed of current networks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SPARC SuperCluster features include:Extreme Performance: Infiniband backplane integration in Solaris, Java, DatabaseHigh Availability: Compared to point-product HA capabilities, Oracle Solaris Cluster coordinates the entire solution stack, orchestrating dependencies to ensure fast and reliable failover and recovery that can help achieve 5 9’s uptime.Streamlined Management:  2.2 minutes vs 24 minutes for upgrade and reboot, even faster application restartsResource Management: On the fly application adaptation, application is enabled to prioritize threads by workload. DatSecure by Design: integrated crypto and Solaris features provide security for Oracle applications Ease of Deployment: delivered tested, ready to run, no unique configuration issues. Deploy in days, not months: Pre-implementation system sizing, acquisition of components, installation and configuration, and testing and validation results in 10X faster deployment time than HP and IBM offerings.Virtualization:Oracle VM: live migration allows quick and easy migration of running domains from one physical server to another, eliminating application outages and server downtime. Zones: IpoIB I/O performance of zones: uPerf throughput at 200 threads, read-size 250 bytes, single HCA
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Architecture Overview
Oracle Optimized Solution for Enterprise Cloud Infrastructure

++ + ++

Oracle Network Fabric

Sun Blade Servers

Oracle VM

Oracle Linux / Oracle Solaris

Oracle 
Enterprise 
Manager

Ops Center

Sun ZFS Storage Appliance

Oracle Optimized Solution for Enterprise Cloud Infrastructure
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Oracle Optimized Solution for 
Enterprise Cloud Infrastructure

• Enterprise RAS and security
• Optimal performance and maximum density Enterprise Ready

• Speed out-of-box  deployment times up to 98%Accelerate 
Deployments

• Flexible shared services foundation for diverse workloads
Simplify Operations

• Lower costs by up to 37% versus multi-vendor options
Reduce TCO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Integrated and virtualized infrastructure for enterprise cloudOracle’s virtualized Sun Blade modular systems with Sun ZFS Storage Appliance provide a highly flexible, highly scalable, and highly available shared service foundation that delivers best performance and density for space constrained environments Accelerated deploymentImproves virtual machine instance deployment times by up to 98%Simplify and accelerate application or database deployments  from weeks down to hoursServices and Support from Oracle ACSReduced Total Cost of OwnershipOracle Optimized Solution for Enterprise Cloud Infrastructure  includes Oracle’s x86 based Sun Blades with Oracle Linux or Oracle Solaris and Oracle VM deliver up to 38% better three-year TCO than HP with Red Hat Enterprise Linux and VMware Simplicity Ease of management with Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center 11g from the application to the disk/tape drive Easy  to order, deploy and support		
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Optimized Solution for Cloud Infrastructure

Deployment time reduced from months to hours

Build From Scratch 
with Components

Oracle Optimized Solution for 
Enterprise Cloud Infrastructure

Days

Acquisition of
components

Installation and 
configuration

Acquisition of
components

Installation and 
configuration

Testing and
Validation

Testing and
Validation

Weeks to Months

Oracle Templates

Server Pool pre-configured

Faster deployment

Lower Risk

Hours

Testing and Validation
Configuration

Pre-implementation
System sizing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of a customer who implemented a cloud in a box using Exadata.  Commonwealth Bank of Australia is a leading bank in Australia.  They originally started building database clouds using individual Sun servers, and found it an ideal platform for consolidation.  Once Exadata became available, they quickly jumped on the benefit of building more clouds out of an appliance.  Because their applications are critical to their business, they implement Oracle’s Maximum Availability Architecture, using both RAC and Data Guard.  The consolidation has dramatically improved DBA productivity, as they no longer need to manage all the individual databases as they had in the past.  They have also implemented a “pay for use” model, whereby users are charged based on the resources they use. Botoom line,  this makes it cost effective to very quickly create test or development databases for short-term use, increasing their IT agility.
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• Zero downtime kernel updates with Ksplice
– Install important kernel updates while applications are running

– No downtime; no disruption; no rebooting
– Not available from Red Hat

• Unbreakable Enterprise Kernel R2 beta
– Based on the latest mainline Linux kernel 2.6.39 
– Better performance for database and middleware
– Optimized for both small and large systems

• Engineered for Oracle Exadata and Exalogic

Oracle Linux Keeps Raising the Bar
Bringing the Latest Linux Innovations to Customers 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
GA in a few weeks. Designed in this release to support key cloud capabilities. It is really the only OS out there today capable of handling 1000’s of hardware threads, 100’s of terrabytes of memory and huge amounts of IO.
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New Oracle Solaris 11
#1 Enterprise OS. Built for Clouds.

• Simplified Administration
4x faster upgrades, 2.5x faster reboots

• Virtualization
Cloud provisioning in seconds, Near zero overhead

• Efficient Data Management
5x compression

• Advanced Protection
3x faster Encryption

2,700 Projects.   400 Unique Innovations.   56 Million Tests
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
OVM 3.0 announced a few months ago. Scalability is again key. With ovm you can scale to 128 vCPU’s and a TB of memory. This means we can support the most demanding applications in our virtualized environment and sets us appart from the competition.It’s also very, very attractive from a cost perspective. Even more so in combination with Oracle servers, where in the standard support contract both OVM and Oracle Linux/ Solaris are already covered. Even without quantifying the immense savings in management, this adds up to an unbeatable price/ performance.
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New Oracle VM 3.0
Application-Driven Virtualization

• 4 Times More Scalable than VMware at 1/4th the Cost 
– Supports 128 vCPUs/guest vs. VMware’s 32 vCPUs/guest
– Lower Cost:  No vRAM-based pricing

• Virtualization for the full stack, not just server consolidation
• Integrated with Oracle’s software stack

– Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud 2.0
– Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c
– Supports all Oracle Applications
– 90+ Oracle VM Templates available 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker Notes:“Oracle VM” includes both the Server and management components in one solution that is freely available, with no license cost.Oracle VM Manager is the virtualization element manager included with Oracle VMOracle Enterprise Manager Grid Control is the system management product from Oracle for providing an integrated management environment for the full software stack together, whether on physical or virtual machines.
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VM Templates Simplify Application Provisioning
Provisioning with Virtual Machine 

Images

OS

Middleware

Application

1.Package once

2.Provision rapidly, 
multiple times

3. Deallocate when 
done

VM Image

OS

Middleware

Application

OS

Middleware

Application

OS

Middleware

Application

Traditional Dev/Test 
Provisioning

For every dev/test 
environment:

1.Procure and 
configure 
hardware

2. Install and 
configure OS

3. Install and 
configure dev (or 
test) environment

+

Oracle Network Fabric
Sun Blade Servers

Oracle VM
Oracle Linux / Oracle Solaris

Oracle 
Enterprise 
Manager

Ops Center

Sun ZFS Storage Appliance

Oracle Optimized Solution for Enterprise Cloud Infrastructure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a virtualized server world, the stack can be pre-packaged as essentially a file—these packages are often referred to as virtual machine images, or templates, or appliances. Once a stack has been packaged into an appliance, that appliance can be deployed onto virtualized servers practically instantly, and can scale to tens, hundreds or even thousands of servers.One of the core features of Private Cloud computing is the capacity to create stable and predictable virtual machines (VMs). A developer can configure a VM with all the necessary tools, applications, and OS tweaks necessary for a stable platform for development or testing. When a VM system image is created, it can be cloned many times over with the provision of many VMs, which can significantly reduce the time required to provision new systems for development or testing. Pre-built images can allow development tasks that would require weeks of labor in a traditional dedicated hardware environment to be completed much more quickly.��Stable systems with a predictable and consistent configuration are important to successful regression testing. As described above, VM system images can provide technicians with a predictable starting point for testing. Using advanced hypervisors, technicians can create snapshots of virtual machines that can be employed to simplify system testing and reduce related risks. Changes can be tested on the virtual machine, and these changes can be undone as needed by initiating a rollback.  Implementation Private Cloud features like Snapshots and Rollbacks enable faster regression testing and allow virtual machines to be reset to a known state with fewer steps.�
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Oracle Virtual Assembly Builder 
Package Multi-Tier Applications

Oracle Application Grid

Oracle 
SOA Suite

Oracle 
BPM Suite

Oracle 
WebCenter

Oracle 
Identity Mgt

Oracle Database Grid

Deployment

Introspection
& 

Assembly

Application A Application B

Virtualized
Software

Appliances

O
racle E

nterprise M
anager

Assembly A Assembly B

+
Oracle Network Fabric

Sun Blade Servers
Oracle VM

Oracle Linux / Oracle Solaris
Oracle 

Enterprise 
Manager

Ops Center
Sun ZFS Storage Appliance

Oracle Optimized Solution for Enterprise Cloud Infrastructure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Virtual Assembly Builder is part of Web LogicPackage up complex structure from dev/test and reconstitute in productionMinimize setup time and risk of hard-to-debug configuration errorsEasily replicate in production with minor variationsEach production instance has well-contained configuration parameters for flexibility
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
12c is the new major revision of our software. All the other applications will roll over to 12c also. EM 12c 
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New Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c
Complete Application-to-Disk Management 

• Single, vertically integrated 
console for the entire stack

• Deep manageability
built into each tier

• Complete management of
Exadata, Exalogic, Exalytics, SP
ARC SuperCluster

• Proactive support through My 
Oracle Support Integration 
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Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c
Total Cloud Control

The only complete management 
solution for Oracle-based clouds
• Consolidation Planner
• Cloud Design and Setup
• Self-Service Provisioning
• Elastic Workload Management
• Metering and Chargeback

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consolidation planner goes on your network and automatically sorts out all the physical hardware (server/ storage/ networking) as well as the software components and then makes recommendations for how you can consolidate those various components into a Cloud.EM offers tools to help you design the cloud architecture you want to run (dev test vs production)Serf service management capabilities. Users can go online, pull down a small, medium or large Oracle DB template and begin to build. It can set policies for roles, types of users and the amount of resources they can access. We can also do elastic workload management now. It can assign additional capacity to workloads that are peaking and remove them when they are no longer needed and then deploy them elsewhere. Metering and chargeback is implemented at granular level. We can meter in a detailed way allowing the IT department to accurately charge different users or departments  based on actual system usage.
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